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Abstract
A coupled semilinear elliptic problem modelling an irreversible isothermal
chemical reaction is introduced and discretised using the usual piecewise lin
ear Galerkin nite element approximation An interesting feature of the prob
lem is that a reaction order of less than one gives rise to a dead core region
Initially one reactant is assumed to be acting as a catalyst and is kept con
stant It is shown that error bounds previously obtained for a scheme involv
ing numerical integration can be improved upon by considering a quadratic
regularisation of the nonlinear term





error bounds are proved in the absence of quadrature For a
scheme involving numerical integration bounds similar to those obtained for
the catalyst problem are shown to hold
 
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 
  Introduction
Consider two chemicals combining together in an irreversible isothermal chemical
reaction By a massbalancing argument see  or   for example it can be shown
that this process may be modelled in terms of the concentration of the reactants as
follows	




functions a and b  constants    and k    nd u and v such that































where the functions f and g have the following properties	




 are monotonically increasing
and satisfy ft  gt    t   
 




and p q     such that
ft gt  C   t



























































t if t   
 otherwise 
satises   and   with   p

and p  minfp

  g  Note that if f or g is only
Holder continuous at the origin ie if p     or q      then there is the
possibility of a dead core that is a region of 
 in which the concentration of one
of the reactants is zerosee  Here the positive constant k takes into account
the fact that the two substances may have dierent diusivities and that they may
not combine in a onetoone ratio
To begin with a simplication of    will be considered in which a and b are
constants and k is zero Hence v is constant and may be thought of as a catalyst	
Given positive constants  p and a  nd u such that















where f satises the conditions   and  
The error analysis of the nite element approximation of   is wellknown if
p     However for p     a nonstandard approach is required due to the non
Lipschitz nature of the nonlinear term Nochetto in   proves an optimal L
 
error
bound for the standard continuous piecewise linear nite element approximation by





error bounds also hold if no regularisation is used
In Section  it is shown that the error estimates for a nonregularised scheme
involving numerical integration obtained in  can be simplied and improved for a
scheme involving a quadratic regularisation of the nonlinear term by adapting the
techniques of Barrett and Knabner in 
In Section  the techniques used for   are adapted to deal with the double
nonlinearity of the coupled problem    with p     and q      and error
bounds similar to those obtained for   are shown to hold
 The Catalyst Problem
Throughout the following W
mq





and seminorm j 	 j
mq
 For q   W
m














 to be the set f  H
 

 	    on 	









 Throughout C will be a
generic constant independent of h the mesh parameter and  the regularisation
parameter
The boundary of 
 will satisfy one of the following smoothness conditions	
B 	
 is convex polygonal or C
  

































In fact for 	















In addition if B holds then the CalderonZygmund inequality applies see   	




















C r   
 
if    r   
C r if   r  

from tracing the constants in the singular integrals involved see eg  p
The following wellknown maximum principle will be required see  	





   in 
 and    on 	




In addition if x   for some x  
 then  
  in 
 
The problem   is now given in its weak formulation as follows	







Given constants  and a  R








ru 	 r  
Z



















The existence of a solution of Q follows from consideration of the associated
minimisation problem Furthermore the monotonicity of f yields that the solution
is unique As u 











 Cr  
for r   under boundary assumption B  and for all r    under B It then
follows from the SMP that
















  where T
h
is a quasiuniform triangulation and h is the maximum diameter ie sidelength
over all triangles  of T
h






 is convex polygonal Let I be the




the coordinates of the vertices of this triangulation It is



















  Note that this last stipulation is made purely for
the purposes of simplifying the following analysis it is not essential The following









































The following inverse inequality and standard discrete Sobolev imbedding result will
























































as a domain of integration may be replaced by 
 for the purposes of the
























































  i  I The standard interpolation result























   and    T
h
 Note that as 
   R

 this result also applies for






  see   p































The existence of a solution of Q
h
follows from consideration of the associated
discrete minimisation problem This solution is unique by the monotonicity of f 














ft  t  a 
fa  t  a 
 
The error analysis is then straightforward as

f is globally Lipschitzfor details see
  and  
Some further notation and corresponding results are now given Introduce the










for general boundary data as follows	
given   H
















































Also there exists h




























see    Combining    and   with r 	 ln  h  and noting 
yields that if B holds then for h  h






















If f is not locally Lipschitz ie if p      the standard error analysis yields
a pessimistic result in the H
 









 in which u 
   Q may now be thought of as a freeboundary problem since
the location of 	


is a priori unknown
One way of dealing with the nondierentiability of f at the origin is to smooth
out the problem by replacing f by a regularised function f

 as in   The problem


















































































and that for h  h
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Nochetto also obtains convergence estimates for the discrete free boundary under
the assumption that the solution to the continuous problem satises the following
nondegeneracy conditions	
NonDegeneracy Conditions There exist constants 

 C  M   such that































	 fx  






	 fx  
 	 ux  g 
For the model case ft  t
p

 it follows from   that B  is su!cient for NDC 
to hold and from  and    that B plus convexity are su!cient conditions on 

for NDC to hold





















































	 dist x 	
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hence analogous results to   and   also apply toQ
h
 the direct approxima





 involves exact integration
of the nonlinear term and as it is virtually impossible to implement such a scheme
in practice it is of interest to introduce and analyse a method involving numerical
integration Error bounds are proved in  for such a scheme without regularisa
tion but it is now shown that these can be improved upon by using a quadratic
regularisation of f and applying the techniques of Barrett and Knabner in 

































































































for all   T
h




































































































The standard Galerkin nite element approximation of Q in the presence of



































It is proved in  that in two dimensions u and "u
h





 satisfy the following error estimates	 provided that u  the






























































does not require the assumption of nondegeneracy
In order to dene a suitable regularisation of the nonlinear term additional






t    t    








of f will need to satisfy the following conditions	 Given





























t   for almost all t   
 
These conditions are satised if f















































































The bounds   and   obtained by Nochetto for a linear regularisation
depend on the length of the interval I    over which f and f

dier and they
apply unchanged for the present quadratic regularisation
The existence and uniqueness of a solution toQ

follow as for the nonregularised













 Cr  
for r   under boundary assumption B  and for all r    under B Hence
it is an immediate consequence of the SMP that
  u

 a on 
  















































follows by considering the appropriate minimi












































 the monotonicity of
f

  the Mean Value Theorem  iii  discrete Sobolev imbedding


















































































































































































































































































where n is dened to be the outward unit normal to 	
  Combining   
and  yields the desired result 






































































































































 yields the desired
result 
Convergence of the discrete free boundary now follows immediately from 
and nondegeneracy 
Note that the L
 
bound of Theorem   does not require a nondegeneracy
condition and that for p 
 
	
 it is an improvement on 
An H
 


















	 fx  
 	   ux  
 
 p





 Combining      and Lemma   yields
the following result	







































































Note that under the assumption of NDC it is proved in  that  holds












So by choosing  	 Ch
 p
 p







Note that according to the above analysis the choice of  is determined by whether






 The Coupled Problem
Consider now the coupled problem    with a and b in W
 

  and with the
additional requirement that f g satises  if p q     This problem will be
referred to henceforth as Q 





































By considering the associated minimisation problems it is not di!cult to show that
the solution of  and henceQ exists Uniqueness follows from the monotonicity
of f and g  Note that u 
 aGa fugv and v 
 bGb kfugv




















 Cr  
for r   under boundary assumption B  and for all r    under B It thus
follows immediately from the SMP that
  u  kak
  
and









There are two possibilities	 either c does not change sign on 	
  in which case
it follows from  and the SMP applied to w that there can be at most one dead
core or c does change sign on 	
  and two dead cores may exist It is this second
case which is of most interest although the following analysis copes with both
It will be assumed for convenience and without loss of generality that p and q in
the denitions of f and g satisfy p  q  There are thus three possibilities	
i p  q     ii   p  q     iii   p  q    
Clearly case i requires no regularisation and in case ii only f need be regularised
The following analysis is formulated specically to deal with case iii but is readily
adapted to deal with cases i and ii
 
The nonLipschitz functions f and g are replaced by respectively quadratic



























































































 w by uniqueness for Laplace#s equation Existence and
uniqueness of a solution of Q


































 Cr  

















   



















 From Q  Q






















 w fugku w
i
  















































Fix x  























There are three possibilities	
i At least one of ux and u

x is in neither interval
ii ux and u

x are in dierent intervals
iii ux and u

x are in the same interval
















































and the same result
holds
















































































by the monotonicity of f and g

 it follows that the integrand on the RHS of 











Hence the only positive contribution to the integrand of the RHS of  comes





































































































 	   ku wx 






Throughout the rest of this paper error bounds will be proved for the approxima
tion of u  Clearly these same error bounds will also apply to v and its corresponding
approximation
  Exact Integration
In the notation of Section  the discretisation with exact integration of Q

leads









































































The existence and uniqueness of u
h

follow as for Q  By discrete Sobolev imbed




























 C   













































































































 C   





































































































































































































































































































 Ch   






















Hence the desired error bound in   follows from      and   Fi















 C  as required 







 and Lemma 
























 C   
 







technique used by Nochetto in   This involves introducing the following dual
































































x   
  otherwise
and  is dened to be a regularisation of the Dirac delta function satisfying





     
and zero outside some open ball of radius h about some point x

 where  and x

are to be chosen




 the Mean Value Theorem 
  and   






and hence there exists a unique solution to  







Proof See Lemma   in   













Proof See Lemma  in   
Lemma 	 Under assumptions B there exists h





















































































































































   
































































Hence the desired result follows from   the denition of      
  Lemma  and Lemma   



















 that is the generalisation of   to
more general boundary data The above analysis is readily modied to prove such
a bound
Lemma 	 If   W
 

 then under assumptions B there exists h

  such
















Proof Consider the dual problem   with  
  	 clearly Lemmas  and
 still hold In addition by  and the CalderonZygmund inequality  
D 














































































































The desired result then follows from    and Lemma  
Theorem 	 There exists h

  such that  h  h

and for   Ch ln  h
 p


























bound follows from Lemma  and Lemma 




























c  I Q
h
Gc where a c  W
 

 It now follows
























result is now an immediate consequence of Lemma   Lemma  
and Lemma   
It now follows from Theorem   that under the appropriate nondegeneracy
conditions results analogous to   and   hold




error bounds apply if Q is approximated directly using a nonregularised scheme
with exact integration However in the light of the results of Section  for the
catalyst problem the more practical scheme involving quadrature analysed in the
following section is applied to the regularised problem
 
  Numerical Integration
Using the quadrature rule introduced in Section  the discrete problem with nu
merical integration corresponding to Q
h





































































are readily established as above


























































































































































 w  v

  by  































































































































































Hence by the Mean Value Theorem       discrete Sobolev













































































































































































































































t    and for almost













































































































































































































































































































































































and the required result now follows 
Theorem 	 There exists h

  such that for all h  h
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Proof Without making any assumptions about nondegeneracy the H
 
bound
follows from Lemma    and Lemma 







































Note that the H
 
bound obtained above can be improved under an assumption










 as is the case for the catalyst problem in






































Finally it is noted that the above analysis can be easily modied to deal with
the cases
i p  q     ii   p  q    
Case i requires no regularisation and in case ii only f need be regularised
The easiest adaptation of the above methods would involve the truncation of g 
and$or f  as appropriate in a manner similar to   to give globally Lipschitz
functions It is then not di!cult to see that for case ii Theorems   and 
hold and that for case i Theorem   holds and the L
 
bound of Theorem 
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